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About This Game
Are you an Hentai or Ecchi fan ? Do you like japanese girls ?
Are you also a mind games fan and nothing pleases you as much as mixing reflexion and pleasure ?
If your answer is yes, REACH 50 : SEXY HENTAI GIRLS is the perfect game for you. In this superb game, you must regroup
numbers to create sums of fifty (it's similar to the ten (10) games gameplay). You have the possibility to slide the different
forms and numbers, horizontally and vertically, and add numbers to each other. If you reach the fifty number, this form freezes
and cannot be used anymore. Regroup all forms to reach the end of the level.
Each time you finish a level you will unlock a new image.
For each girl you have 5 images (5 levels) :
- Girl fully dressed
- Girl half dressed
- Girl wearing a bikini / underwear
- Girl topless
- Girl fully naked

"REACH 50 : SEXY HENTAI GIRLS " is an hot brain game that will stick you playing for hours.
Put your neurons to the trial and find the solutions on forty different levels. Levels are becoming more and more complexes and
the girls more and more hot...
Are you smart enough to undress all the girls ?
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Game features:
-40 levels / 40 images of girls
-Great and fun to play
-Specials and secrets bonus
-Perfect game / perfect girls !
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Title: Reach 50 : Sexy Hentai Girls
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Playtouch
Publisher:
Playtouch
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2018

7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP
Processor: 1.8 GHZ
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GT/s 4xx or equivalent
Storage: 200 MB available space

English,Italian,Arabic,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Thai,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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I will admit it, I truly enjoy the "Hentai Puzzle-like" games. Sure they are extremely cheap and they do have cartoon nudity but
that isn't the reason. I truly enjoy the different type of puzzles and without a doubt and because I stayed up until 1:27am to
finish this game - this is without a doubt, my favorite.
The whole goal is to take a grid with different numbers that are in multiples of 5 to make combinations that equal 50 without
going over.
I was able to finish this game entirely without cheating but as my brain truly adores puzzles like these, I was blissful in finishing
the game and I would highly suggest buying it. For a buck or two USD, you could do a hella lot worst than this game.
Also without a doubt, even moreso than the puzzles, which are great, is the music that is played when you win. I truly love the
winning song but even knowing I could pass on the rest, I wish I had the winning tone on my MP3 player I like it so much.
5\/5 stars. In fact, I MAY let my eight year old play it even knowing there is 'cartoon boobies' in it I like the game so much. He
is working on puzzles just like this in class.
Without a doubt and even knowing I like quite a few of them, this is my favorite "Hentai something" game.. I will admit it, I
truly enjoy the "Hentai Puzzle-like" games. Sure they are extremely cheap and they do have cartoon nudity but that isn't the
reason. I truly enjoy the different type of puzzles and without a doubt and because I stayed up until 1:27am to finish this game this is without a doubt, my favorite.
The whole goal is to take a grid with different numbers that are in multiples of 5 to make combinations that equal 50 without
going over.
I was able to finish this game entirely without cheating but as my brain truly adores puzzles like these, I was blissful in finishing
the game and I would highly suggest buying it. For a buck or two USD, you could do a hella lot worst than this game.
Also without a doubt, even moreso than the puzzles, which are great, is the music that is played when you win. I truly love the
winning song but even knowing I could pass on the rest, I wish I had the winning tone on my MP3 player I like it so much.
5\/5 stars. In fact, I MAY let my eight year old play it even knowing there is 'cartoon boobies' in it I like the game so much. He
is working on puzzles just like this in class.
Without a doubt and even knowing I like quite a few of them, this is my favorite "Hentai something" game.
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